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For those whocome from New York City

or have spent time there, these first
photographs offer a new perspective on
buildings so known that they are often ig-
nored by the locals . Alfred Steiglitz's Look-
ing Northwest from the Shelton, 1932 is a
document from twenty stories up of the con-
struction of skyscrapers in midtown, where
his office was. Another spectacular shot is
Lewes Hine's Icarus Empire State Building,
1930 . Taken while the building was under
construction, the photograph shows a
steelworker suspended over NewYork City
by a wire . One feels the awesome power of

these were taken as advertisements, and as
such often focus on the sheer power of metal,
Steam, even the newly developed movie
camera . Again, the artists use unusual angles
with their subjects . Roger Perry's
Locomotive, for example, thunders almost
over the viewer ; the picture is taken from
ground level looking up at the oncoming
train. The photo looks even more imposing
because Perry printed it positive, not
negative - the locomotive storms through
a black background and is reversed to ap-
pear white.
Taking a break from cold steel and

angular buildings, the exhibit then turns to
the soft curves of everyday life . The artists,
however, are not in love with any ideals;
while there are some classic pictures, such as
Helen Levitt's Three Kids on a Stoop, 1940,
which portrays three New York City kids
dressed up for Halloween, there are also

gressively more daring and experimental . !i
is obvious that the artists are seeking then
own style, and finding it . This is perhaps the
most exciting part of the exhibit ; artists ex .
periment with nude shots, often juxtaposing
totally conflicting ideas. Many of these pic-
tures tells stories without endings-they are
mysteries, many of them sensual. There are
also collages, and the artists often use every
day objects to convey something unusual
The artists begin to use shadow and light it

definitive ways .
Also included in the exhibit are shots ol

world events, a document more valuabli
than many found in history books . A shop
of the crowds on Armistice Day in London,
1918 is heartening, although taken with more
optimism than we might ascribe to it today
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tation of artists, which is alive and happen
ing today as well . I am pleased to see the Vie
provide such a kinetic exhibit, and i
shouldn't be missed .
"The New Vision- Photography Betweci

the World Wars" is sponsored by a gran
from the Ford Motor Company, and gives
as a gift from the collections of John C
Waddell . It contains 125 black and white
photographs . It opens September 23 ant
Tans until December 31 . The exhibit will bi
accompanied by weekly film showings o
films by the artists . The films are free will
museum admission and will be shown of
weekends . For more information, call Publi
Programs, the Metropolitan Museum of Art
(212) 879-5500, eat 2035 .
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